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The Hindus continued their first innings,
this morning, and with the addition of 13
runs to the overnight scores. Naidu cocked
up a ball from Rhodes and was caught by
Garnett. Naidu played good cricket. Rhodes
finished up with 7 wickets for 26 runs. Being
in a minority of 208, the Hindus were forced
to follow on, but fared very poorly before
Hirst, who, keeping an excellent length, had
the batsmen thinking all the way. Six wickets
were down for 27 runs when Navle and V.A.
Dalvi came together and saved the side so-
mewhat. They both were unbeaten at the
lunch interval, the score at this stage being
45 for 6 wickets. Hirst up to this time had ta-
ken 4 wickets for 10 runs in 10 overs, 5 of
which were maidens. The Hindus resumed
their second innings after lunch at 210, but
without addition to the score. Navle fell to a
fine catch behind the wicket by Cummings
off Hirst. Hirst proved more expensive in the
afternoon and finished up with 6 wickets for
33 runs. Thus the Presidency won by an in-
nings and 100 runs. 
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The Tamil movie Jai Bhim portrayed
the discrimination experienced by
the Irula community, the second lar-
gest of the 36 tribal communities in
Tamil Nadu. They are traditional
healers, snake and rat catchers, but
now primarily migrate to different
places to work in brick kilns, rice
mills, etc. Like many Adivasi groups
in India, the Irulas also continue to
suffer the stigma of criminality due
to the Habitual Offenders Act, 1952,
which replaced the colonial Criminal
Tribes Act, 1871. This law is a “crude
colonial construct”, which should be
repealed at the earliest. The movie
exposed the police atrocities, the in-
sensitivity of Government officials
and the struggles faced by the
community.

The film generated a lot of discus-
sion on the violence and negligence
that the Irulas face, but not on the
structural issues with governance
and the negation of tribal communi-
ties’ concerns. For instance, a study
by Jocelyn I. Lee and Steven A. Wolf
in 2018 on the rate of the formal dis-
tribution of rights claims under the
Scheduled Tribes and Other Tradi-
tional Forest Dwellers (Recognition
of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, com-
monly known as the Forest Rights
Act, found that no title rights were is-
sued in Tamil Nadu because of a ban
on the issuance of titles by the High
Court till early 2016. The ban was
stayed only after the intervention of
the Supreme Court.

The “development-induced dis-
placement” trajectory adopted by
the country has often been at the ex-
pense of the Scheduled Tribes (STs),
either by way of exclusion or forced
“inclusion” in a “mainstream” that is
completely alien to their “world
view” through what the Xaxa Com-
mittee in 2014 had called the “ashra-
misation” of the tribal. Displacement
due to the encroachment and appro-
priation of land inhabited by STs,
which are generally rich in forest and
mineral resources, has been further
intensified in the post-liberalisation
period due to corporate interests.

Hence, the makers of the Constitu-
tion, even while underlining the im-
portance of sharing the values of mo-
dernity with the STs, who have a
great deal of heterogeneity among
themselves, had been careful
enough to provide a certain degree
of autonomy to them to have a say in
their development pursuit. Nation
states have realised that certain ele-
ments in the tribal “world view”,
with respect to ecology, language,
democracy, equality, property
rights, etc., hold important lessons
for human progress and sustainable
development. Accordingly, the Fifth
and Sixth Schedules, which are go-
verned by Articles 244 (1) and (2) of
the Constitution, provides certain
rights to tribes in the northeast and
across India. 

Creation of Scheduled Areas
The Fifth Schedule had been also
termed by the Mungekar Committee
in 2009 for tribal development as a
“Constitution within Constitution”.
It allows for the creation of Sche-
duled Areas by the President of In-
dia. Though there are no criteria
mentioned regarding the creation of
Scheduled Areas, it has become the
norm to use four factors, following
the Dhebar Commission (1960-61),
for the creation of these areas: pre-
ponderance of the tribes in the pop-
ulation; compact and reasonable
size; underdeveloped nature of the
area; and marked disparity in the
economic standards of the people. 

According to the 2011 Census, with
a 1.1% ST population in Tamil Nadu,

Community Development (CD)
blocks like Kalrayan hills in Viluppu-
ram district, Kolli Hills in Namakkal
district, Yercaud in Salem district
and Jawadhu Hills in Tiruvannamalai
district have a ST population of 80%,
96%, 67% and 91%, respectively.

The literacy rate in the four CD
blocks range between 44% and 62%,
whereas the overall literacy rate in
Tamil Nadu as per the Census was
around 80%. The proportion of non-
agricultural main workers, an impor-
tant marker of urbanisation, is less
than 10% in three out of the four CD
blocks, whereas it is 60% in Tamil
Nadu overall.

The comparative economic back-
wardness of the STs living in Tamil
Nadu is evident from the fact that as
per the National Family Health Sur-
vey (NFHS) in 2015-16, only 55%, 65%
and 37% of ST households compared
to 75%, 78% and 61% of all the house-
holds in Tamil Nadu had access to
clean fuel, concrete houses and sani-
tation facilities, respectively. The
primary survey conducted by the
Madras Institute of Development Stu-
dies in 2014-15 also revealed that the
average size of agricultural land
among all landowning sample tribal
households in Tamil Nadu was a
mere 1.42 acres with a landlessness
of 52%. The landlessness among the
Irula and Paniyan communities was
89% and 68%, respectively.

These four blocks should be de-
clared Scheduled Areas. Till now,
areas with more than 50% ST popula-
tion had been declared Integrated
Tribal Development Project (ITDP)

areas in Tamil Nadu. With the enfor-
cement of the Fifth Schedule, not on-
ly are Panchayati Raj Institutions re-
served for STs under the Panchayat
(Extension to the Scheduled Areas)
Act, 1996, but three kinds of autono-
my are made available to the STs
through the gram sabhas: develop-
mental autonomy pertaining to land
alienation, land acquisition, tribal
sub-plan, social sector institutions,
etc; autonomy over the resolution of
disputes as per tribal laws and cus-
toms; and autonomy over the owner-
ship and management of natural
resources.

Need to be reconfigured 
Additionally, compact tribal areas of
reasonable size, constituting villages
with no less than 50% tribal popula-
tion, can be identified in CD blocks
with a significant tribal population to
demarcate new administrative areas,
which can then be brought under the
purview of the Fifth Schedule by de-
claring them Scheduled Areas. This
would be only fulfilling a commit-
ment made in 1976 by the Govern-
ment of India and reiterated by the
Mungekar Committee. 

Apart from the Scheduled Areas,
villages where STs are in minority
but still in sizeable numbers should
be brought under already existing
ITDP areas, which are being go-
verned in Tamil Nadu with the advice
of the Tribes Advisory Council (TAC).
The TAC is an advisory body and
thee-fourth of its members must be
from ST communities. 

The Tamil Nadu Government
needs to show political will and set
aside its electoral interest to create a
self-governed path for tribal develop-
ment. Of course, these measures
alone are not the panacea to all tribal
problems. It should be complement-
ed with clear policies and a plan for
tribal development reflected in the
yearly Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP). The for-
mulation of this plan must include
representatives of different tribes in
Tamil Nadu. In this context, the pro-
mulgation of the Tamil Nadu State
Commission for the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes Act,
2021, is a step in the right direction.
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The T.N. Govt. needs to set aside its electoral interest to create a self-governed path for tribal development

Members of the Irula community playing traditional instruments near
Karamadai in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. * SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT 

The path to righting historical wrongs 

C. Lakshmanan & Aparajay

The address by Barbados Prime Minister Mia
Mottley at the 26th United Nations Confe-
rence of Parties, or COP-26, in Glasgow, Scot-
land, attracted global attention with her re-
mark that failure to provide critical
adaptation finance as well as measuring the
extent of loss caused by climate change with
respect to “lives and livelihoods” was immo-
ral. This has again brought the complexity in
measuring climate risk to the forefront.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), under the aegis of the United
Nations, defines climate risk as the likeli-
hood of unfavourable impacts occurring as a
result of severe climate events interacting
with vulnerable environmental, social, eco-
nomic, political or cultural conditions.
Quantitatively, it is the product of the proba-
bility of a climate event occurring and its ad-
verse consequences.

Recent discussions around climate risk as-
sessment and management have been based
on the “Global Climate Risk Index” (GCRI),
published annually by GermanWatch, a non-
profit organisation. The latest version of the
GCRI, published in January 2021, ranked 180
countries based on the impact of extreme
weather events and associated socio-eco-
nomic data from 2000-2019. According to
the publishing agency, the rankings are
meant to forewarn countries about the possi-
bility of more frequent and/or severe cli-
mate-related events in the future. This index
uses historical data to provide insights on ex-
posure to extreme events. It cannot be used
for linear forecasts about future climate im-
pact. There are deep fault lines in the metho-
dology and interpretation of the country
rankings. Recommendations based on this
index should be generated with caution.

First, the GCRI ranks countries based on
four key indicators: number of deaths; num-
ber of deaths per 1,00,000 inhabitants; sum
of losses in Purchasing Power Parity (in U.S.
dollars); and losses per unit of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). Of these indica-
tors, two are absolute while the other two
are relative. However, the GCRI report does
not provide a rationale for the selection of
these macro indicators.

Second, the index suffers from exclusion
errors and selection bias. Composite indica-

tors are better constructed using micro indi-
cators instead of macro indicators, which
measure loss because isolating the effect of
the loss of elements on GDP is fraught with
errors. Instead, a number of key micro indi-
cators such as the total number of people in-
jured, loss of livestock, loss of public and
private infrastructure, crop loss and others
are better candidates for assessing the com-
posite loss resulting from climate change
events. Third, the index accounts for infor-
mation on weather-related events like
storms, floods, temperature extremes and
mass movements. However, it omits geologi-
cal incidents like earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions or tsunamis, which may be poten-
tially triggered by climate change and can
have economic and humanitarian impact. 

Fourth, the ranking under the GCRI is
done based on data collected by Munich Re’s
NatCatService, which is not validated at the
ground-level. The data gaps particularly with
regard to economic losses are based on ex-
perience, the prevailing intellectual proper-
ty of MunichRe and the market value of ele-
ments at risk that are at best approximate
values of economic losses. 

Delays in action and response
Any discussion on measurement and man-
agement of climate risk is incomplete with-
out accounting for issues of uncertainty,
scale and delays between action and res-
ponse to climate change. Therefore, climate
change can at best be managed within a com-
prehensive risk assessment framework,
which uses climate information to better
cope with the impact of climate change. 

In this context, India’s latest module on
the National Disaster Management Informa-
tion System (NDMIS) captures damages and
losses caused by disasters and monitors the
targets of the Sendai Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction. The NDMIS captures details
on parameters like death, injury, affected
population by categories as well as economic
losses in social and infrastructure sectors
due to weather and geological events on a
daily basis. The data captured by the NDMIS
includes all major climatic events.

Deploying effective approaches and prin-
ciples to foster collaboration among climate
risk information users and providers, along
with enabling the implementation of effec-
tive management actions, will allow India to
leapfrog on the targets envisaged in the Sen-
dai Framework.
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Wide fault lines within the
Global Climate Risk Index
Effective methods to manage climate change are needed
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The elections to the 25 Legislative
Council seats in Karnataka, slated for
December 10, will not only decide
the fate of several leaders, but also re-
draw the power structure in the Up-
per House.

The biennial elections to the Coun-
cil, from Local Authorities consti-
tuencies, is coming at a time when
the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), with 32 members, is short of a
majority in the 75-member House.
The Congress, currently with 29
members, is looking to remain rele-
vant as the principal Opposition by
retaining its numbers. The regional
outfit, Janata Dal (Secular),
which currently has 12
members, is strug-
gling to hold on to its
steadily declining
numbers. 

For the first time in
the history of the Kar-
nataka Legislative
Council, the BJP could
wrest a majority. Political
calculations also put the
party in a better position
since the composition of the
gram panchayats has changed fol-
lowing the elections last year. Con-
gress insiders acknowledge that the
BJP is likely to benefit at the cost of
the party in some seats, though it is
hard to predict the outcome consi-
dering the preferential voting system
that is in place for Council elections. 

The JD(S), which is fighting to re-
main politically relevant, but is send-
ing confusing signals on its stand on
the BJP, has an estranged relation-
ship with three of its four retiring
members. Two of them have already
approached the BJP for tickets to con-
test the December 10 elections. Any
further erosion of the JD(S)’s strength
in the Council is likely to snatch away
its bargaining power in politics. 

These elections are also coming at
a time when the zilla panchayats and
taluk panchayats, two important ru-
ral local bodies, have not been
formed yet. The Bruhat Bengaluru
Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) Council is
also not in place with the elections

long overdue. Notwithstanding the
reduced electorate as a result, parties
are banking on the newly-elected
gram panchayat members whose affi-
liation in such elections remain a
grey area. However, going by the pre-
cedent, a large number of them are
expected to support the ruling
dispensation.

For the ruling BJP, whose six mem-
bers are also retiring on January 5,
this election is crucial to gain control
of the House where it is now often de-
pendent on the largesse of the JD(S)
for the passage of Bills. Ironically, the

BJP had unseated the Congress-JD
(S) coalition in 2019 to come to
power by poaching members

of both parties. 

Several Bills stalled
The BJP’s push for majority in

the Upper House comes in the
backdrop of several Bills being

stalled in the Legislative Council
after being passed in the As-

sembly. The Industrial
Disputes and Certain Oth-
er Laws (Karnataka
Amendment) Bill, 2020,

was defeated in the Council
jointly by the Congress and JD

(S). The Bill, strongly opposed by
trade unions, had been brought in
the midst of COVID-19 in 2020 as part
of labour law reforms by former
Chief Minister B.S. Yediyurappa. The
changed composition could also cast
its shadow on the Council Chair-
man’s post currently held by Basava-
raj Horatti, elected to the House on a
JD(S) symbol. If the BJP crosses the
majority mark, it is expected to stake
claim to the post that was shared
with the JD(S) last year after both the
parties had ousted the earlier Chair-
man in a session that witnessed unru-
ly scenes. 

Development issues hardly form
the political narrative in these elec-
tions that has restricted electorates.
Campaigns by big leaders have limit-
ed impact on voting patterns. With-
out much noise, the composition of
the Upper House could change dras-
tically in a month’s time.
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Polls set to redraw equations
The Legislative Council elections in Karnataka will
change the power structure in the Upper House
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STATE OF PLAY

America’s Mariner 9 yesterday radioed back
its clearest pictures of the surface of Mars
since going to orbit three days ago. “We are
delighted,” scientist Dr. Bruce Murray said as
screens at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
here displayed the wavy contour lines of the
south polar icecap. The pictures followed a
series of virtually blank shots taken as Ma-
riner approached Mars and went into orbit,
with the surface almost totally obscured by a
great dust storm. The latest picture clearly
showed the unique, complex formation of
the pole. Dr. Murray said that the pictures
resulted from a decision to swing the came-
ras around slightly and focus on the south
pole from a different angle, while experi-
menting with various coloured filters. The
pole had shown up in one picture taken dur-
ing the first orbit. It is covered with frozen
carbon dioxide and one picture appeared to
show a cleft in the ice dividing the polar cap
into two. “What is exciting to us is that we
are going to get a complete map of the frost,”
Dr. Murray said. This would be compared
with the pictures of the polar icecap taken
by the Mariner 6 and 7 fly-by missions in Au-
gust 1969, which showed the cap at about its
full winter extent, and indicated the me-
chanics of the seasonal changes. 
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The first clear picture of Mars
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